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Introduction
CRYWOLF INU (CWOLF) is a next-generation cryptocurrency
project built on the Binance Smart Chain (BSC) that aims to
create a decentralized ecosystem, revolutionizing the way
users interact with the blockchain. With a focus on staking,
NFTs, swapping, a marketplace, and the metaverse, CWOLF
aims to provide a comprehensive platform for both investors
and users alike.



The CRYWOLF INU team consists of experienced
developers and entrepreneurs with expertise in
blockchain technology, committed to bringing a
decentralized ecosystem to the masses. The project
has a strong community of developers, influencers,
and enthusiasts, supported by strategic partnerships
that ensure the project's long-term success.

CRYWOLF INU's native token, CWOLF, is a BEP20-
compliant token on the Binance Smart Chain with a
deflationary mechanism designed to increase the
token's value over time. This document outlines the
features, tokenomics, and roadmap of the CRYWOLF
INU project.



Metaverse

An immersive virtual environment where users can
interact with each other, own digital assets, and
participate in various activities, all powered by the
CWOLF token.

Staking

To earn passive income in the form of rewards. By
staking CWOLF, users will not only contribute to the
network's security but also receive a portion of the
fees generated within the ecosystem.

Swap

A swap system will allow users to seamlessly exchange
CWOLF tokens for other cryptocurrencies in a
decentralized manner, providing a secure and user-
friendly experience.

Key Features!

Marketplace

Enable users to buy and sell goods and services within
the ecosystem using CWOLF tokens, opening up new
revenue streams for users and creating a thriving
economy.

AI System

Creation of our own AI system. This advanced technology
will have many features to benefit our investors, and we're
also developing an AI for our website to enhance the user
experience. Our AI system will have a lot of features that
will help investors in the crypto market. 

NFTs

CRYWOLF INU will feature a unique NFT marketplace
where users can create, buy, and sell exclusive, limited-
edition NFTs that are tied to the CWOLF ecosystem.
These NFTs can be used for various purposes, including
avatars, virtual real estate, and other digital assets within
the metaverse. 



Tokenomics

3% Marketing: Boost visibility and growth

This allocation fuels strategic promotions and advertising campaigns, raising
awareness and attracting more users to the CRYWOLF INU ecosystem.
A strong marketing budget ensures long-term success by expanding the
community and increasing adoption.

2% Development: Incentivize innovation

The development team receives a share of the tax to support their
ongoing efforts in refining the platform and introducing new features.
This allocation motivates the team to prioritize the project's success,
ensuring cutting-edge solutions and a secure, user-friendly platform.

Tax 9/9

2% BUSD Rewards: For CWOLF holders

By implementing rewards in BUSD, we can offer an effective way to incentivize user
participation and contribution on our platform. The rewards in BUSD provide a
convenient and easy payment option for users, which can be easily converted into
other fiat currencies such as the US dollar. This means that our users can be
rewarded quickly and securely, without worrying about price fluctuations of other
cryptocurrencies.

2% NFT Farm Pool 

We allow users to deposit their cryptocurrencies or tokens into a pool to
provide liquidity to the NFT market, and in return, the users will receive in
taxes/rewards or tokens that represent a portion of the pool ownership



Develop and launch on
PancakeSwap
Brand formation and identity
Creation of social media
accounts
Website launch
SAFU, AUDIT and KYC
Launch pre-sale on PinkSale

Listing on PancakeSwap
Listing on CoinMarketCap
(CMC)
Listing on CoinGecko (CG)
Marketing campaign roll-out
Burn event to reduce token
supply
Smart contract audit
Listing NFTs on OpenSea

Expansion of partnerships and
collaborations
Continuous platform
improvements and feature
additions
Development of CRYWOLF
INU metaverse
Cross-chain interoperability
Further decentralization and
governance
CEX Listing
Creation of AI features for
both site and token

Roadmap



Conclusion
The CRYWOLF INU project is poised to disrupt the blockchain
space by offering a comprehensive, decentralized ecosystem
that combines the best aspects of NFTs, staking, swapping,
marketplace, and metaverse. With a dedicated team and
strong community support, CRYWOLF INU is set to become a
significant player in the blockchain world, providing investors
and users with a platform


